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The proposals nude In this paper are, In the opinion of
the writer, based on sound principles of business or public ad-
ministration. Accordingly, the concepts presented ire neither
new nor radical. Instead, their efficacy has been tested re-
peatedly in the past, often within the military departments
themselves. Considering that the Department of Defense has for
the past five years slowly moved in the direction of supply uni-
fication of the three military departments, *nd believing that
with a new administration, the speed of accomplishing that
objective will be accelerated, the writer has presented some
proposals as to what may be done about achieving a sound, effec-
tive, efficient and economical Department of Defense Supply System.
He has drawn on his experiences in the Navy Supply Corps,
where principles of administrative management receive a sure test,
and on regulations, memoranda, and staff studies concerned with
laying the foundations to Initiate a Department of Defense Supply
System, To the best of his judgment and ability, he has combined
the kaleidoscopic pieces of his experience into thi3 paper.
Particular recognition must be accorded the supply system
studies in the materiel categories of subsistence and msdical,
which were prepared by the Munitions Board Staff, in sollabora-
tion with service representation from the three military depart-
ments. Without those studies as reference, the concept and
principles of the paper could not have been woven together.















the establ lshment of a department of Defense Supply System for
Comraon-u3e Items, which will recognize: the goal, the need of
qualified personnel, an organization and system to accomplish
the job, and accounting and statistical controls to measure
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Background within the Department of Defense.—The National
Security Act of 19471 pro vl led for coordination of the three mili-
tary departments and the establishment of integrated policies and
procedures. In the area of supply management, the Munitions Board
was given the responsibility to bring about the maximum integra-
tion of military supply activities. Under the auspices of the
ihunitions 3oard, Facilities and Services Committees were estab-
lished at all echelons of departmental and field establishments
with the assigned mission of eliminating overlapping end duplica-
tion among the three military departments, and to promote the
maximum cross-servicing. '.Vhlle good work was done by these com-
mittees, it gradually became apparent that only the surface could
be treated, because the reasons for doing things depended upon
interlaced policies, and established supply systems already in
being. Because there are very deep relationships and close asso-
ciations among the basic logistics functions of determination of
requirements, procurement, and distribution, the realization came
that greater progress would come in coordinating the supply manage-
ment area if examination were turned to the functional fields of
supply, such asj materiel control, property accounting, purchase,
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etc. Accordingly, the Facilities and Services Committees were
disbanded and replaced at the departmental headouarters level
by Councils, such as, procurement and materiel control, with
their dependent committees an? subcommittees, which were composed
of Munitions Board staff and departmental members. It was about
this time, in May of 1949, that the Secretary of Defense laid
down a policy statement for the chairman of the Munitions Board:
The Munitions Board will develop in conjunction with the
three departments, the mo:3t practical supply system for com-
mon items of supply. This system should provide for adequate
cross -servicing among the departments with a minimum of over-
lapping and the maximum of efficiency and economy in the
handling of items of supply common to two or more departments.
The Munitions Board will develop and submit to me not later
than 13 July 1949 the assumptions on which the supply systems
will be established. 2
The Munitions Board, complemented by the Joint Chiefs of Staff
and the three military departments, developed nineteen policy as-
sumptions, applicable to the materiel logistics area, for a Depart-
ment, of Defense Supply 3ystem. 3 Thereupon, the council and com-
mittee organization of the 'JJunitlons Board wrestled with the problem
of effecting uniform methods and procedures for each functional
field of supply which would be applicable to a unified "Department
^fense Supply System; but they were frustrated and thwarted
in attempting to make them applicable to so many different types of
materiel categories. Their direction was a horizontal, functional
dissection across many sepments of each of the three departments 1
supply systems. When unrest arose amonr the top management of the
2
Secretary of Defense policy statement accompanying Trans-
fer Order No. 39 of May 194 9, con^erninc separation of Department
of \rmy and Air Force.
Secretary of Defense Memorandum for the Secretaries of
Army, Navy, Air Force, and J.C.S., M.B., and R&D Board, 17 Novem-
ber 1949.
••X6W see sri* ,x^«-^^°o«>-*' •©*•





Department of Defense, at the slow progress being made by the
councils and committees, the Munitions Boar'? ordered them dis-
banded, A new concept was brought forth; that of studying
vertical coordination and integration of all supply functions
within a materiel category for each military department. At tihe
same time there was developed by the Munitions Board staff a
"Standard Materiel Category Grouping System," which was designed
"for use primarily in connection with executing Munitions Board
responsibility derived from the memorandum of 17 November 1949
from the Secretary of Defense regarding 'The Department of Defense
Supply System'." In July of 1951, the Department of Defense is-
sued a directive "to clarify and amplify the basic policies which
are to govern the operation of the supply systems in the Military
Departments." Thi? directive did not actually depart from the
basic objective of the IS November 1949 memorandum, covering a
^rtment of Defense Supply System, but it was designed as In-
terim supply management policy pending the development of data
and information which could carry out the desires for a Department
of defense System as laid doim in the 19 November 1949 memorandum.^
The Individual departments could and did interpret it to their own
thinking, while echelons with the Department of Defense did like-
wise. This directive was implemented by another Department of
Defense Directive in the supply management area which established
4
Ivoinitions 3oard memorandum for Secretaries of \rmy, Navy,
and vir Force 18 September 1950.
department of Defense Directive 250.01-1, 17 July 1951.
^This Is the author's interpretation.
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a Supply Systems Study Project to "develop and recommend such
changes to existing organ izati on, policies, standards, and pro-
res governing the supply operations within the Department of
Defense as will maintain or increase military effectiveness and
produce the optimum efficiency and economy of these supply opera-
tions from the Initial requirements and resources planning stage
to final consumption or other disposition," 7 ,fter the issuance
of this directive, supply systems study projects in the materiel
categories of medical and dental, subsistence, and commercial
automotive were started. To date, preliminary draft reports en
the first two categories have been published, while the commercial
category is still under study, 9 Before these studies were published,
c
the Congress of the United States injected an additional catalyst,
\s the result of investigations by congressional committees concerned
with military preparedness (the Johnson subcommittee) and with ef-
fectiveness of military supply operations (the 3onner, Porter-Hardy
Herbert subcommittees), the mood of Congress toward supply
emsnt within the department of Defense was exemplified by the
inclusion of a general provision in the Department of Defense ap-
propriation Act. This provision, section 633, is as follows:
department of Defense Directive 250.11-2 (Now 4100,3),
; 1951.
8Munitions Board Office of Supply, Supply Systems Study
Froject, "Staff report on ~-?p:irtment of Defense Subsistence Supply
Systems*, 5 F3bruary 1953 ind "Staff Study of the Military Medical
Supply Systems," 6 February 1953.
9See below p. 10 for Congressional attlttKtoi md notion.
10Public Law 488, Chapter 630, 82nd Congress, 2nd Session
(H.R. 7301), Sec. 638 of Title VI—General Provisions.
orrq
-
(a) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, and for
the purpose of achieving an efficient, economical, and
practical operation of an integrated supply system designed
to meet the needs of the military departments without dup-
licating or overlapping of either operations or functions,
no officer or agency in or under the Department of Defense,
after the effective date of this section, shall obligate any
funds for procurement, production, warehousing, distribution
of supplies or equipment or related supply uiana gems nt func-
tions, except in accordance with regulations issued by the
Secretary of Defense,
(b) This section shall be effective sixty day3 after
the approval of this act.
And so to comply with Section 638, "Military Supply
System Regulations" were issued. They covered the functional
logistics areas of procurement, commercial and industrial-type
facilities, distribution, cataloging and standardization, conser-
vation, utilization and disposal, transportation and traffic
management, production, personnel and training, and requirements
review. A specific prohibition against supply system expansion
for common-use standard-stock items was included, "'hile complying
with the spirit of Congressional legislation, hardly a person in
close touch with the Department of Defense supply management prob-
lem will deny that the complete intent of the Congress has not
yet been carried out. ?'03t interpretation is that the Congres-
sional intent will not be satisfied until a Department of Defense
supply system for all common-use standard stock items comes into
being.
Background within the military departments.—Both before
and after the passage of the National Security Act of 1947, the
Department of the Army made some representations to the effect
that in certain materiel categories, especially subsistence and
medical and dental, the Army should be the sole logistics agency
TO tor tno on
.
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for requirements, procurement, and distribution. This concept
came to be known aa single-servicing and was repugnant to the
Navy, which distrusted such plans because It realized the In-
separability of logistics to the needs of its Naval Forces; and
also because it felt that its system of supply in both of those
areas was superior to that of the Army. At first, after the
.lunitions 3oard began to function, it seemed that the Navy might
be overwhelmed by both the Army and the Air Force, The latter,
although it had become separate, was still bound by old ties, as
well as methods, procedures, and also supply dependence to the
Army. Over heated arguments of the council table in the area of
supply management, it gradually began to become clear that the
^.ir Force had as much to gain in learning from the Navy as from
the Army*
oon after the end of World War II, the Navy, desiring to
incorporate the lessons learned in the war into its supply opera-
tions, commenced a supply study as to how best to establish a
unified Navy supply system which would Integrate and coordinate
the materiel category segments, which were at that time directly
under the cognizance of various materiel bureaus. This study was
approved in early 1947 as the Navy Supply Plan, and immediately
began to be placed in effect. The basic principles under-
lying this integrated supply system were: placing responsibility
for performance control oT all supply functions in one bureau,
the 3ureau of Supplies and accounts; establishing "supply offices"
for each category of Naval material, operated jointly by the









Bureau of Supplies and \ccounts and the Technical Bureau;
decentralizing the "supply offices" out of the Washington area
into a geographic location close to the Industrial producers
of the particular material; material of i common-use standard-
stock nature was placed in the Navy Stock Fund; technical control
of research and development, design, determination of require-
ments, inspection, construction and manufacture, and maintenance
remained with the cognizant technical bureau. Ill other func-
tions commonly associated in the area of supply management were
delegated to the ''supply office" of field activity under the
management control of the Bureau of Supplies and \c counts. The
accomplishments were expected: "To provide the Navy with a co-
ordinated and integrated system for the supply of all replenish-
able material necessary for the maintenance and operation of the
Naval Establishment, which will give effective control, maximum
flexibility, and maximum security with maximum economy. 1* 12 These
objectives have since been tested, and met with tremendous suc-
cess, in peace end in the Korean War; and one is struck with the
similarity of these objectives with those desired for a Depart-
ment of defense Supply 3y3tem.
Because the development of the Navy Supply System was
engaging the complete attention and energies of its supply per-
sonnel from the passage of the National Security Act on, It is
not surprising that the Navy, recognizing that it had a good thing,
12
Recommendation i3-l of the Navy Supply Plan approved by











should have been less than lukewarm to any proposals of the
Army. It should be pointed out that both the Army and the iir
Force had many supply personnel who felt as the Navy: "Let me
alone and let me look after my own operating problems of supply
management." What is more, the Kir Force was faced with a
manifold, complex problem of supply logistics a3 it took over
from the Army and began to operate its own department. Prac-
tical people, beset with their own problems, could not seo any
possibilities of effectiveness, efficiency or economy in any
unified supply system.
In 1949 the National Security Act was amended to provide
for the introduction of unified fiscal management in the Apart-
ment of Defense. 3ecause the Navy had been probably the foremost
leader in the federal government in regard to utilizing business
methods in accounting, especially for materiel, the amendment
was taken in stride by the Navy, although it caused considerable
apprehension on the part of the Army and air Force. Talk of
single-servicing fell to a whisper as it was realized that all
material in the common-use standard-stock area would have to be
financed by a revolving stock fund, Since the Navy had always
utilized a stock fund method for its material management , there
was no worry on its part, for it had long previously integrated
fiscal management with supply management. To a businessman, it
may seem strange that there should be a lack of such integration
among part of the military establishment, but its 3oncept was
so new to the Army and iir Force as to require a statement of





the functional relationships of supply and fiscal management. w
It i3 understood that at the time of this writing, the
response to the studies by the Munitions Board in the categories
of medical and dental, and subsistence goes something as follows:
the Army is ready and willing to take over single-service sup-
ply responsibility for either; the Navy recognizes that it is a
mistake to have single-servicing by the Army, as proposed for
medical and dental, and a different Joint agency concept for
subsistence; therefore the Navy feels that what is needed is a
common pattern to ensure a common system for all materiel seg-
ments of a Department of ^efense Supply System; the Air Force
seems to be willing "to buy'* both, or a combined approach for
the studies.
This paper suggests that a Department of Defense Supply-
System which will be integrated and coordinated md achieve its
objectives of effectiveness, economy, efficiency and uniform
standards and procedures cannot be built unless there is a com-
mon ouster blueprint to have each materiel segment complementary
and a consistent part of the whole.
Background from standpoint of the Congress of the United
States .—Soon after the outbreak of the Korean 'Var, tiie Congress
became concerned over how well the Department of 'defense was
13
Memorandum, Office of Secretary of Defense to Secre-
taries Depts. J C S. and chairman and directors of boards and
Offices of the Dept. of Defense. 18 Jan. 1951.
--
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marshalling the nation's resources under the Industrial mobiliza-
tion progran. Among others, Senator Johnson, Congressmen Hardy,
Ilebert, and Bonner investigated various facets of the problem.
The Bonner subcommittee of the House Committee on Expenditures
in the Executive Departments devoted its attention to Federal
Supply Management with particular emphasis on the military as-
pects. This committee in its report covered among other problems,
the legislative framework for Military Supply Management and had
14
this to sayt
In tiie public mind, unification of the Armed Forces was
achieved by the National Security tot of 1947. In evaluation
of field operations under this act and its liter aneniments
shows that unification, from the standpoint of military sup-
ply, rests largely on paper.
& complained bitterly about each department manning and operating
a supply system: "Should the ftir Force be permitted to organize
and operate its own supply system, the Department of Defense would
be underwriting a program of triplication rather than the unifica-
tion sought, in part at least, by the 4ct of 1947.
*
15 And speaking
further, the committee saids
This legislation has not produced the unification which
the American public believed necessary. The unsettled world
conditions of today and the experience in administering the
National Security Act necessitate a careful reexamination of
the basic charter. 16
14
Committees of expenditures in the Executive Departments,






lts legislative recommendation was as follows: "Clarification
by the Congress of the basic statute, the National Security Act
of 1947, as amended, is necessary to implement fully centralized
supply direction and coordination and to avoi] conflicting ad-
ministrative interpretations,"*7 The author cannot resist the
comment that actually no clarification of the act is necessary,
for the Secretary of Defense has the authority and responsibility
under the act, and the intent of Congress in regard to the
connon-use items of supply is unmistakably clear, For those who
doubt this opinion, read on and discover the Congressional in-
tent.
Further investigations by the Bonner Subcommittee in the
fall of 1951 disclosed that the Air Force was continuing to build
a separate supply system for common-use items. In the winter of
1952, the Porter-Hardy, and the Hebert subcommittees publicised
damaging facts concerning certain phases of military supply opera*
tion3. The former committee reported on the purchase functions,
especially in the category of automotive materiel; and the latter
reported on duplications and inefficiencies in the procurement,
standardization, and cataloguing fields. M a result of these
investigations, which more or less confirmed unofficial Congres-
sional opinion that the Defense Department was guilty of waste
and extravagance, the Congress placed section 638 as a general
provision of the Appropriation Act of the Defense Department,
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Military Establishment is that the Congress came very close to
enacting Into law, a single Department of Defense Supply System
to apply across the board. The Senate debate on 20 and 30 June
1952 clearly demonstrates the mood of Congress.
Senator Paul Douglas introduced on the floor of the
>te, a bill identical to that previously introduced by Repre-
sentative 3ormer on the floor of the House, "to promote economy
and efficiency through reorganization and integration of supply
and service activities within and among the military departments."
Under the proposed bill, 19 the functions of the Munitions Board
were transferred to an Under Secretary of Defense for Supply
Management who woull be responsible to:
(1) develop standardized procedures and forms and
service function;
(2) eliminate duplication and overlapping within and
among the supply activities of the military ienartments in
the fields
tribution;
of production, procurement, warehousing ani dis-
il-
(3) establish and operate depots for common It'vns and
other common supply and service Installations throughout
the United States;
(4) develop unified logistics organizations overseas;
(5) establish and operate a urogram to systematize scrap
recovery, redistribution of excess material and surplus dis-
posal, and coordinate such programs with the Department of
defense and with those of other departments and agencies of
the Government hiving responsibilities in those f
f ie:
elds;
(6) develop plan3 fbr recruitment and training of a pro-
fessional corps of supply personnel within the Department of
Defense.
19
Congressional Record, 82nd Oong., 2nd ^ess., Vol. 98,




Speaking on behalf of this amendment to II. R. 7391, the
appropriation Act for the Department of defense, Senator Douglas
had this to say:
They (the military departments) have been so 3l ow that
at times it looks as though they have been sabotaging, that
they have not been in favor of unification, th at they wanted
to maintain their separate systems of supply and procurement,
resulting in competitive bidding and in grave wastes, 20
and speaking further, he stated:
This was one of the purposes of the original National
Security ict of 1947, the so-called Unification \ct, which
provided in section 202 (a)(3) that the Secretary of Defense
should take appropriate steps "to eliminate unnecessary
duplication a? overlapping in the field of procurement,
supply transportation, storage, health and research." When
the Unification Act was revised in 1949 this provision was
eliminated, providing a legislative opening for duplication
to e xi s t • 21
3enator Saltcnstall also entered into the debate. He said:
When the unification bill was passed in 1947, the amend-
ment which the Senator is now proposing was considered. It
was one of those steps 7/hich the committee felt it did not
want to take at that time. It felt it shouH not go that far
in concentrating so much power in the Secretary of defense,
b was one of the problems which Secretary Forreatal had
confronting him. Times have changed, and conditions have
changed. Personal ly, I think there is considerable merit in
what the Senator from Illinois is proposing. I want the rec-
ord to shot that I Join with the Senator from Texas in sug-
gesting that the Senator introduce a bill on the subject in
January, and pursue it, so that the Unification <"tct may be
amended somewhat alone* the lines the Senator from Illinois
proposes. I believe it should be amended. 22
Senator 0»Mahoney concluded the debate by accepting, the suggestion
of Senators Johnson and Saltonstall, and obtaining the concurrence
20
Og. cit. : No. 115, 26 June 1952, p. 8644,
21







of Senator Douglas, In the following statement:
I wish to say to the Senator from Illinois that the
Subcommittee on Defense Production was unanimous in its
feeling that the principle of the Bonner IzMnSosnt should
be enacted into law. But the committee was aware of the
fact that it could not be enacted into law on an appropri-
ation bill. I want the Senator to know that personally I
have consulted with the Secretary of Defense an^ the Di-
rector of the Bureau of the Budget. I spoke to both of
them and told them that the economy measure must be carried
through. At the 3ame time, I recognize the fact that the
committee on Armed Services of the Senate and the House are
entitled as a matter of right to have the opportunity to
examine Into the far-reaching changes which would be made In
unification.*3
Accordingly, only section 638, which required the Depart-
ment of Defense to issue coordinating supply regulations, 24 was
enacted into law. However, facing the Department of Defense of-
ficials at this writing 13 the strong possibility that a law
similar to that proposed by Representative 3onner tad 3enator
Douglas will become law. Such a law Is not necessary in the
opinion of the writer. Under authority granted to the Secretary
efense ia the power to effect a unified Department of Defense
Supply System for common-use items. What is needed is a broad
blueprint of exactly how such a single supply system may be put
together. The Munitions Board staff studies in the fields of
medical and subsistence offer some aid, but taken together they
are presently Incompatible to each other. This paper proposes
how they may be made compatible, and how the same compatibility





24- Department of Defense Directives 4000.8 and 4000.9.
5 Sept. 1952.
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WHAT TO DO 4B0UT SUPPLY UNIFICATION
FOR COMMON-USE ITEMS
All three military departments have had a very real fear
of the possibility that a fourth department, similar to the Army
Service Forces of World 7,'ar II, and yet vastly broader In scope,
might be established to accomplish all their logistics functions
of determination of requiremsnts, procurement, and distribution
of personnel, materiel, and facilities. Such a possibility is
utterly repugnant to any military man who has the least grasp of
the indivisibility of strategy, tactics and logistics in the con-
duct of any military operation, and especially in time of war. A
fourth department concept is collectively and individually abhorred
by the Army, Navy, and ^lr Force, and yet this child's fancy is
Just enough alive to arouse uneasy mutterings among responsible
officials. A fourth service of supply to encompass only the
materiel logistics field, is occasionally fostered by military ex-
tremists as the one real way to achieve service unification. There
are various ideas of how the fourth service would work, but most
ideas ultimately end up with a separate supply service, in its dis-
tinctive uniform, aiswerable to an Assistant Secretary of Defense
for Supply, and responsible for all logistics functions within the
area of materiel supply from the Continental United States, out
along the coronunioations pipelines to the forward combat areas.
Such a scheme is viewed in the same light as the fourth













man at departmental headquarters each feels the wrath of Congress,
and while In the spotlight, hopes that the attention may be quickly
diverted to someone elsej but the top military Department of Defense
official sl^hs as, attempting to defend the errors of omission and
commission of his subordinates, he hops to the aid, one after the
other, of his functional specialists. An excellent example was
the appearance of Vice admiral C. "". Fox, SC, 03V, before the pro-
curement subcommittee of the House Committee on Armed Services.
Since Congress expects a faster rate of unification under
the National Security .tcts of 1947 and 1949, let's see what can be
done to at least remove the supply man and the top administrators
from the hot seat of Congressional inquiry and the general public's
dissatisfaction with triplificatlon of supply. The military have
rejected either a fourth military department or t fourth service.
Is there not another alternative? There seems to be a distinct
possibility that something can be done within the gem ral supply
area of the "so-called" common-use items.
Area of Comnon-Uao Ite.n3. --The term common use has slipped
into the vernacular of persons en gaged with materiel aspects of the
logistics problems. To this day a formal definition acceptable to
all is still lacking. Thile arousing academic arguments as to the
meaning of common-use materiel, the following definition, adapted
by the author, is considered sufficient for the purposes of this
paper: "common-use items are defined as items of standard, com-
mercial production, commonly used within the military departments
Statement of Admiral Fox, House Armed Services Sub-Com-
mittee, 82nd Congress, 2nd Session, 3 March 1953.
•'







wonders where is his control and how mush can he depend on this
supply pipeline which seemingly only unites with his tactics and
strategy and the very end of the pipeline. The individual depart-
ments have long accepted the concept that all military endeavors
are "answerable and responsible to Command,
T
.Vhen the layman or Congressman greets such statements with
a wondering and questioning look, and perhaps a verbal salvo, the
military man retires, frustrated by the refusal of others to recog-
nize a concept which to him is basic. In fairness to the Congress-
man, let's admit that most of them understand and appreciate the
concept very well, but they are just plain tired and irritated to
have the military departments continue to give reasons why the Job
of unification should not be done, rather than an explanation of
how it might be done. The burden of the national defense portion
of the federal budget is so heavy that in the eyes of Congressmen,
even those with military experience, and especially with their
constituents, the military are wastrels, bad managers, and bureau-
crats in the worst sense. In short, an idea has slowly been built
up in the public's mind that the military are brawny but dumb, and
consequently are the scapegoats for jibes and criticism among the
headline hunters as well as those honestly concerned about the
management of our national defease. Respite efforts to publicize
their successes, their failures become well known and well remem-
bered, while their achievements are quickly forgotten. There Is
one failure, impossible to refute, and that is the oross-hauling
of the s«*me materiel, visible when one departmental supply system
is compared with another.
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by two or more military activities and practicable of inclusion
within a central purchasing program." The definition is not so
important as an idea and comprehension that we are speaking of
items of supply that are used by the military and are similar to
those found in the local retail shopping areas, serving everyone's
home. Accordingly, these common-use items are those which would
be recognized by their very nature and characteristics. V«hile the
definition speaks of common-use items which are common to two or
more activities, it should be recognized that aommonness among
these items is not as widespread as might be assumed by the defini-
tion. Surveys have indicated that even such common-use items as
paper towels, mimeograph paper, and toilet soap are not commonly
used across the board by the three military departments or the
2
other federal departments and agencies. Even though an item may
not be commonly used, by the mere fact that it has the same generic
name, it should be included along with its brothers and sisters in
.omnon supply system. Perhaps there are good reasons for only
one military activity to use a particular item of supply, or per-
haps the item could be eliminated under a standardization program.
In any event, the best way to ascertain a judgment decision is to
bring together in a single supply system all the same or similar
items of supply having the same Item name.
Yhat items then are we taMng about? We have indicated
indlvidu il Items of supply that can be grouped together under an
2Department of Defense and General Services Administration,
pj^tributl&n Survey of Certain Selected Civilian Type Common-




item name such as: Paper, mimeograph. In addition, Item names
can be combined Into classes, such as the four dip-it classes being
prescribed by the Federal Cataloging Program under the auspices
of the Department of Defense Supply Management \gencies; one such
class migiit be Office Supplies of which paper, mimeograph, is one
item name. The classes in turn could be combined under a category
of materiel, such as, office and household materiel, which is one
of seventeen materiel categories, as approved by the Munitions
Board on 7 September 1950 to be used "In connection with executing
Munitions Board responsibility derived fro-n the memorandum of 17
November 1949 from the Secretary of Defense regarding , The Depart-
ment of Defense Supply System. %n Certain of the prescribed seven-
teen materiel categories could be classified as contnon-use within
our understanding of that concept. These categories are: Medical
and Dental, Subsistence, Fuels and lubricants, Housebold and Of-
fice Type Material, Shop and Maintenance Type Material, General
Purpose Type Material, Precision Instruments, Reproduction Equip-
ment and Related Materiels, Commercial Automotive. It is well to
note that with the exception of a few minor Item exceptions, tech-
nical or special military items, appearing in the categories of
Aircraft, Ships, Tanks, nuns and Ammunition, Communications, and
Construction, have not been included in the common-use materiel
category breakdown. These latter categories are considered purely
3
Munitions Board Memorandum for the Secretaries of the Army,





military and do not come within the purview of this paper. There
Is one other common-use category which has been excepted, that of
clothing. Because clothing has already received considerable co-
ordination attention under the Armed Services Textile and Apparel
Procurement Agency, as established by the Department of Defense in
1952, and because there Is almost complete distinctiveness of the
uniform and equipment apparel items of the Army, Navy, Marine
Corps, and Air Force, this last category has also notbeen included
in the proposals of this paper.
What is Proposed for the Common-Use Areas.—The Hoover Com-
mission in its study of supply systems in the federal government,
made these comments concerning the Navy Supply System?
The Department of the Navy has established, and has been
operating ince February 11, 1947, a coordinated and integrated
system for the supply of all material necessary for the main-
tenance and operation of the Naval Kstabli3hraent. One of the
basic concepts in the Navy Supply System is that all material
belongs to the Navy, not to an individual bureau. The Navy
further recognizes that supply problems form a common pattern,
and has centralized responsibility for them in its Bureau of
Supplies and Accounts. To insure a uniform supply system that
meets the needs of the technical Bureaus, various items are
grouped into types which can be controlled from ^ specific Sup-
ply Demand Control Point. The maximum degree of uniformity
consistent with the various types of materials is obtained under
the Navy Supply System. 4
The proposals made herein are completely in line with the comments
and conclusions of the Hoover Commission, although the recommenda-
tions have been adapted to only the Department of fefense. The
basic principles propounded herein are completely in consonance with
4
Hoover commission on Organization of the Executive Branch









those Incorporated in the Navy Supply System, at least insofar
as the subject of common-use Items Is concerned.
This paper proposes: a coordinated and integrated Depart-
t of "Defense supply system for common-use iters; ownership of
materiel to be in a single Department of Defense stock fund
until issued for use to a cons- ctivity of the Army, Navy,
Sarins Corps and Air Force— at which time, the appropriate depart-
mental appropriation will be charged* groupli propriate Item
is or categories of materiel, each grouping controlled by a
*ific control point, called, for example: Services Sub-
sistence Katerio 1 .y; decentralization of each material agency
below the military department level; control vested in a directorate
(similar to a board of 1i rectors of a private enterprise); an agency,
Jointly • Ted by supply personnel assigned by each of
three military departments; the agency to have responsibility
for computing reo lirements, procuring and distributing assigned
materiel; the operat notion of the materiel agency to be fi-
,cd by a single Department of Defense ant fund) ... j-
ment control of all sto 'pply activities to remain within
present owninr department; area distribution of materiel to be ef-
fected in accordance with nission as itsrial agency to
supply activities; tsohnical control, including determination of
jriel requirements to remain with eac leiart^ent ;tech-
il control of supply method rocedures to remain with de-
partments except as necessary coordination and inte t r=ited uniformity
may bs Urected by the directorate for t ncies.
These proposals are consistent with the stated objectives
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of the Military Supply System Regulations established in the De-
partment of Defense Directive 4000.8 of 17 November 19*2 and other
similar directives; ,! to develop and recommend such changes to ex-
isting organization policies, standards, and procedures governing
the supply operations within the Department of defense as will
maintain or increase military effectiveness and produce optimum
efficiency and economy of these supply operations from the initial
requirements and resources planning stage to final consumption or
other disposition."^ These proposals contemplate the least pos-
sible reorganization or readjustments in supply operations within
the military departments. These proposals require no additional
appropriations on the part of Congress nor additional personnel.
In fact, there is every expectation that less dollars ji d less
people will be required. The remainder of this paper develops
these proposals in broad outline form.
Department of Defense Directive 4100.3, 'Supply Systems




PROPOSED ORGANIZATION FOR CONTROL OF
3ENCIES
De central izat ion of control over Materiel \gencies,
One of the proposals made in this paper calls for the decentraliza-
tion of each materiel agency below the departmental level. The
reason for decentralization is to ensure control down from the
existing departmental organizations; to preserve and protect their
logistics responsibilities; and to prevent a super agency of con-
trol from being organized above and superimposed upon the depart-
ment. The bringing together of control below the departmental
level is accomplished by the establishment of a directorate, con-
sistinr of five members, with one representative from each of the
following: (1) The Munitions Board, or if changed by law, an
assistant Secretary of Defense for Supply to represent the supply
management responsibility of the Secretary of Defense; (?) The
Assistant Secretary of Defense, Comptroller, to represent the fis-
cal management responsibility of the Secretary of Defense; (3)
Department of the ;rmy, a representative of the Under or Assistant
Secretary, who is charged with business administration In the Army;
(4) Department of the Navy, a representative from the TTnder or
Assistant Secretary, who Is charged with business administration In
the Navy; (5) Department of the Air Force, a representative from
the Under or Assistant Secretary, who is charged with the business
administration of the Air Force. See exhibit 1, for pictorial
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The directorate :— The idea of a directorate or board of
directors was suggested by the Munitions Board M Staff otudy of
1
ilitary Medical Supply Systems." This directorate will ful-
fill the same purpose and perform the same functions as a board of
directors of a business enterprise, as exemplified in the following
quote: "Neither in modern theory nor in practice is it assumed that
the board will attempt to direct the affairs of a business in any
detail. Its function is to exercise broad supervision and to share
active leadership in the enterprise with the executives it has ap-
2
pointed." This directorate will occupy a position between the five
organisational entities it represents and the executive management
of the various Armed Services Materiel Agencies, "flow wise and pru-
dent the collective action of the (directorate) will be, hinges
upon the wisdom and judgment of each individual member and upon
his qualifications to serve in the capacity for which he has been
3
(selected)". Since the directorate will have no other duties than
Ive broad supervision and policy direction of up to six or
seven materiel agencies, the individual selection of each member
is most important. It is considered that retired Generals and \d-
mirals, experienced in the supply management area, constitute the
most qualified of available personnel, at least to represent the





. , pp. 8-10.
2
K. Petersen and E. G. Plowman, Business Organization and
Management (Chicago t ill chard D. Irwin, Inc., 1945), p. 108.
_Tbid., p. 108, snthor's changes in parenthesis.















attract such personnel for this type of service, the Congress would
have to offer an amendment in order to protect such individuals 1
retired pay, as well as the remuneration carried by the job itself.
Such a cost is small in relation to the importance of the role the
directors would play. In the case of the two representatives
selected by the Secretary of Defense, it is expected that they would
be either from his organization or experienced, retired executives
from the business world; probably the director to represent fiscal
management area would be an ex- controller with some knowledge of
revolving stock funds and public accounting.
The functions of this directorate, taken from James 0.
4
McKinsey , have been adapted to the requirements of the situation
as follows:
(1) To establish the general objectives of the Department
of Defense Supply System.
(2) To establish the major policies in the business admin-
istration of each Materiel Agency.
(3) To determine the organization structure of each
Materiel Agency, and select the military officers who will be
executives in the organization.
(4) To audit the actions of the military officers to whom
all administrative responsibility has been delegated.
(5) To administer manpower control and utilization.
(6) To approve the budget of each Materiel Agency
(7) To establish a coordination of administrative supply
policies of the three military departments and to insure the
carrying out of all administrative regulations as prescribed
by the Office of the Secretary of Defense.
(8) To approve the obtaining of necessary space, equip-
ment material, and suoh other administrative supply support as
may be necessary to carry out the assigned responsibilities.
There is one additional point to be discussed in regard to
the Directorate. As will be noticed, there are six additional repre-
ti
4
Article by James 0. McKinsey, "Boards of Directors, Hand-
book of Business Administration", p 394











aentatives from a particular materiel agency, placed on the direct-
orate. These additional members are the Commanding Officer, the
Deputy, the Comptroller, the Chief of the Stock Control, the Chief
of Purchase, and the Chief of the Technical Divisions. They can-
not exercise any of the directorate functions except jls specifically
delegated. They are placed there advisably to give first hand data
on the operations of the particular Materiel Igency, and to aid in
the formulation of policy by the directorate. Tn the unlikely event
of the five members of the directorate usurping the operational
logistics responsibilities of the agency, the commanding officer
could appeal to the Secretary of r>efense for resolution by the Armed
Forces Policy Council, Placing these executive? on the directorate
is no more than following the practice of business enterprises, where-
in the major executives of the company are customarily members of the
board of directors. The chairman of the Directorate will be elected
for two (?) years and shall rotate, but shall always be of a
military department, other than that of the commanding officer.
This thought is Injected, merely as a check and balance over the
decentralized control of a materiel agency.
Concepts entering into the decentralization of control
;
-
It is apparent to the reader that as portrayed in exhibit 1, the
functions of policy and management control have been delegated by
the 1'ive organizational entities to their representatives, who are
,d into a directorate, which will carry out the functions of a
management agsnt. In turn, the management control functions will ulti-
mately find their fruition in the operations of a Materiel agency.
What do we mean by management control, and the other types of control
ad*
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aet forth In Exhibit 1? Formal definitions have been taken from
Navy Department General Order No. 19, setting forth relationships
of the Naval Establishment and have been amended slightly to indi-
5
cate Department of "efense responsibility.
(1) (Command Control )is the authoritative direction exer-
cised over activities of the (Military Establishment) in
military matters, together with the power to exercise authori-
tative direction in all matters when circumstances dictate,
(2) Coordination Control is that necessary direction of
separate units of the (Military Establishment) to insure ad-
eauately integrated relationships between all of these units.
(3) Management Control is the direction exercised in other
than military matters, by an authority of the (Military Estab-
lishment) over a unit of the (Department of Defense Supply System)
in the administration of its local operating functions.
(4) Technical Control is the specialized or professional
guidance and direction exercised by an authority of the (Military
Establishment) in technical matters.
The Navy would have no trouble in accepting these concepts
of control because it has long used them. For example, the wiation
ly Office, a Navy Supply Demand Control Point, located in
Philadelphia, Pa., operates jointly under the Chiefs of the Bur-
eau of aeronautics and the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts; it ia
under the Chief of the ureau of Supplies and Accounts for manage-
ment control; and under the Chief of the Bureau of Aeronautics for
technical control. Both the .^rmy and Air Force would be somewhat
new to these concepts and yet they are the same ideas exemplified in
the Armed Services Textile and Apparel Agency, or the Armed Services
Petroleum Purchasing agency. Since these ideas do not interfere
"The United States Navy", Management Engineer, Navy Depart-









with existing Army or Air Force lines of authority and responsibility
and because both departments have similar relationships, there should
be no overwhelming reason why they should not be universally adopted.
Technical control over the agency:— As indicated in Ex-
hibit 1, certain control functions of a technical nature (which,
as has been pointed out, is specialized or professional guidance)
are reserved to the Technical Service in the Army (the Quartermaster
General) the Navy ureau (the Chief of the Bureau of Supplies and
Accounts) and the Air Force (the Air Materiel Command), These
technical functions are determination of requirements, logistics
planning, research and development, design, inspection, manufacture,
maintenance, and issue control over the items of supply. The most
important aspect is the logistics planning which cannot be divorced
from the individual department. The plan3 of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, and the logistics organizations of the ^nny Chief of Staff,
the Navy Chief of Naval Operations and the Air Force Chief of Staff
all require interpretation especially as they break down into pro-
grams and activities. Since all common-use categories of materiel in
the Department of Defense Supply System will be directly related to
the maintenance and operation annual appropriations of each mili-
tary department, it is fitting that the planning interpretation of
expected materiel consumption be furnished direct to the Materiel
Agenc.v and that direct liaison be afforded for the other technical
responsibilities. Almost equally important is specifying what





out of their maintenance and operating responsibilities. Thus, the
Materiel Agency will perform the mechanical and clerical computa-
tion of requirement which will be reviewed by the technical con-
trol process. In summary, "the what 1* is performed by the technical
control of the three departments; "the how much" by the Materiel
cy; and the "where and when" by a combination of both. There
is another important point of technical control, and that is issue
control over the issues of materiel to consuming units. This con-
trol can be effected by either administrative regulations over
the reservation of certain items of supply to particular units,
such as flight rations for flight crews, or by the amounts of
at monies granted to units from maintenance and oper-itlon
appropriations.
Command control over agency : — It is expected that the
materiel agencies will be widely dispersed: for example, subsistence
in Chicago (perhaps where the present Army marketing office Is now
located); medical and dental in Edpewood, New Jersey: general stores
in Philadelphia, Pa. ; fuel in California; commercial automotive in
Detroit, Michigan; exchange items in New York City, etc. Each
materiel agency would come under the military command of either
the irmy trea Commander, the Commandant of the Naval District,
or the Air Force Area Commander of the geographic area In which
the Materiel Agency is located. The determining factor as to
which one would exercise control, would depend on which service
was represented by the Commanding Officer of the Materiel Agency.







efficiency or fitness report would be made out by the appropriate
area departmental commander. In turn, the commanding officer of
the Agency should have the delegated authority to mmkm out and
sign efficiency and fitness reports for all officers assigned for
duty at the agency. This authority would require a change in the
present administrative regulations, covering officers detailed to
another department or agency.
Headquarters offices ;-- TOiile the directorate will be
holding regular meetings it each ?!ateriel /Igency, the members will
also spend a certain amount of time in their home offices, which,
on exhibit 1, have been designated as the headquarters offices.
While each director has the responsibility of advising his depart-
mental superior of the progress status of the Department of Defense
Supply System, it is considered that he must also work with the
other directors in performing his functional duties, and therefore
it is appropriate that all officers of the directors be located
together. Furthermore, It is recommended that departmental persona
sharged with procedural drafting of regulations and other administra-
tive directives pertaining to supply management and to the particular
areas covered by the Department of Defense Supply System, have their
working offices located in close proximity to the Headquarters
offices. The reason for this idea is because methods and procedures,
originating in the various Materiel Agencies, will be coordinated
by the Directorate to achieve maximum uniformity of standard methods




dovetailed with the departmental administration, instructions,
orders, and regulations. The means 13 to locate a portion of the
procedural drafters, who will retain their organizational identity,
from the offices of the Quartermaster General, the Bureau of Supplies
and Accounts, and the Deputy Chief of Staff for Materiel (or the
Air Materiel Command) with the Materiel Agency directors. In this
way, management and coordination advice may be offered by the Army
Service, the Navy 3ureau, and the Ur Force Materiel Command; and
likewise the desire for uniformity of methods and procedures
may flow into the respective departmental communications media.
If necessary, the oeeretaries of the \rmy, Navy, rce may
direct that regulations, touching upon supply management in the
area of Department of Defense Supply System Materiel, be finally
approved by their assistants for business administration. A note
of caution should be indicated. The headquarters offices should
consist of only stenographic help and possibly three or four
additional 3taff personnel. The growth of any larger staff organi-
zation is an action to be prevented in order that the function of
the "Vartermaster, the Chief of the Bur9au of Supply and Accounts,
and the Air Materiel Command may not be engulfed.
Possible alternatives; — What has been suggested for manage-
ment control over the various materiel agencies is frankly a compro-
mise of military and civilian relationships within the military
establishment. Having been steeped in Navy practices, which recognize
the civilian responsibility for business administrations in the so-
d "producer logls tics'* area, the writer espouses such a plan.
There is the alternative of having direct military participation on
..
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the Directorate by authorizing the Quartermaster ~eneral, the
Chief of the Bureau of Supplies and accounts, and the Comnander,
Air Materiel Coinmand, to select the military representatives as
departmental directors on the directorate. This alternative is
not recommended because it is considered that a better balance of
control is achieved through the recommend it ion as set forth in
exhibit 1.
There is one other prime consideration that may evoke con-
siderable attack on the suggested plan; which is that the Directorate
and the five directors may repeat the mistakes of the Munitions
Board in that the members may become identified witii the special
interests of the service they represent. The Directorate, however,
has no operating duties and responsibilities for the 3upply manage-
ment of any category of materiel in the proposed Department of
defense Supply System. This danger can be obviated by an inclusive
mission, in the form of a charter, granted over the signature of the
Secretary of Defense direct to each Materiel Agency. The operational




PROPOSED ORGANIZATION FOR AN ARMED SERVICES
LTOftXSEi AOKHCY
It is not intended to prescribe a rigid organization for
all "ateriel Agencies, but rather to suggest some organizational
concepts and relationships which will be found in each. The needs
of each materiel category or segment of the Department of Defense
Supply System will require adaptations to meet a given situation.
For example, the Subsistence Vateriel Agency will require an organ-
izational fllement to provide coordination^ and control over its
regional marketing offices. The same functions portrayed in
exhibit 2 will be found at any of the Materiel Agencies, but in
thin chapter, it is intended to point out, and underscore the
organizational relationships of each function.
Staffing of agenc y and succession to c ommand ;-- It must
be borne in mind that each Materiel Agency is jointly staffed by
military officers from each of the three departments. The assigned
civilians will be under civil service regulations and will be re-
cruited from the local Area Wage and Classification Offices. The
tour of duty of the commanding officer will i-e for two years, to
run concurrently for two fiscal years (1 July to 30 June), thus link-
ing administrative responsibility and authority to the performance
of two budget years. The deputy will be of a different service and
will occvpy that job for two years, and will then move upward to be-
cc.re the commanding officer for two years. The comptroller of the

































































































































each two years, becoming successively, deputy and finally, command-
ing officer. Training, coordination, integration, and rotation of
the jointly staffed agency will thus be accomplished. It does not
mean that an officer starting as s comptroller of the agency will
be there for a period of six years, advancing through the success-
ive stages to command. This length of duty is considered both de-
sirable and necessary to provide continuity and experience for the
job of administering such an organization. It would be expected
that the Commanding Officer of each agency would be of the rank
of Major-General or Rear Admiral. puch a rank is no more than com-
mensurate with the responsibilities of the size of the job. For ex-
ample, the subsistence agency will be responsible for buying, dis-
tributing and controlling funds and materiel with expenditures for
consumption thereof being better than a billion dollars a year. The
other Materiel Agencies will be only somewhat smaller in scope.
The personnel requirements of the remaining staff and
division executives, as shown on exhibit 2, will be drawn one-third
from each of the military departments. In the case of the Navy De-
partment, both Varine Corps and Navy Supply Corps officers will be
assigned interchangeably. The directorate of the *"ateriel Agency
will be responsible for the requisition of officers from each
military department.
Comment s on the Staff Offi cers of an agency :— As indicated
on exhibit 2, the Comptroller is placed as a staff officer. He is
the fact * atherer and interpreter to the Command. He can recommend,
but he cannot act. "e does, however, have line responsibilities
over the fiscal division, which has been placed on the same level
3£-










as the other division in order to place his functional responsibilities
of comptrollership equally with those of the other line division
chiefs. The comptroller will have the responsibility of managing
both the segments of the Department of Defense Stock Fund and
Management Pund, which are allocated for carrying out the materiel
a nd control function of the particular agency. He i3 the dollar
man to manage the financial resources, entailed in buying and dis-
tributing materiel, and in the operating expenses of the particular
ag§ncy. His specific relationship will be discussed under the division
office comments. The Liaison Officer Is also a staff officer to
ensure the obtention of timely planning lnfcrnation from the Depart-
mental Headquarters Offices. Tn short, this staff officer is a
"bird dog retriever," and based on experience of Navy Supply Demand
Control Points, he is highly essential, he bears one other function,
that of the commanding officer's representative in visiting field
supply activities to report back problems in connection with the
distribution of materiel or the accounting, therefore a liaison
contact man, if you will. The legal counsel is necessary for legal
matters in regard to procurement controls. The management engineer
is the organization and methods man responsible for devising, im-
proving the internal methods and procedures by which the materiel
agency will function.
Commen ts on division office relati onships ;-- The Fiscal
Division office includes a Planning Vranch which will have consider-
able relationships with the Program Coordination Pranch of the Stock
Control Division. The former will have the responsibility of
placing the dollar tag on the planning information received by the
-
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agency from the three military departments* The latter will place
the quantities tar on amounts of materiel necessary to consummate
the plan. Tt will probably be necessary to utilize a committee to
screen and disseminate nits of planning information necessary for
the operations of the oth«r divisions. The budget Branch will be
responsible for the f ormulation, preparation and execution of the
Agency's operating budget under the management fund as well as the
preparation of budget reports for higher authority. The Statistics
Reports branch is responsible for statistical interpretation of class
balance reports rendered by the fiscal supply activities, and for
the preparation and interpretation of all general statistical data.
The accounting for the supply system rriateriel and the agency opera-
tions will be handled by the Stock, and Management Fund 'ranches
respectively. The Audit Branch is a very small activity to perform
the internal audit of the activity; and whenever the agency is prof-
ferred invitations by the Army, Navy, or Air Force departmental in-
spectors, who may conduct inspections at their respective field
activities, which stock the agency materiel, the Audit J ranch staff
will join with the .inspector ' s forces in making the inspection.
While the fiscal Division has control over the dollar value of the
stock fund, the Stock Control Division has the responsibility over
the quantity control of materiel, rased upon stock status reports
from the field and knowledge of plans, it will conduct the supply-
demand review for each supply item, in order to determine how much is
available, and how much needs to be bought. The Requirements Pranch
will compute the individual item requirements and the Distributions
Branch will determine the distribution needs of when and where
materiel will be used. The Disposal Branch, under Federal or
tvnl
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Department of Defense disposal regulations, will dispose of damaged,
obsolescent or excess materiel. The Programs Coordination Branch
will ensure that plans receive o Agency are properly imple-
mented; that special progress requirements of new outfittings or
commissioning ere provided for; that, based on space reports from
field activities, there is a well-balanced utilization of space
assigned to the materiel under the control of the agency; that stock
status reports are regularly scheduled to provide an evenly balanced
work load for the agency; and that field activities are provided
with planning information as well as knowledge of expected deliveries
from commercial contractors.
The Technical Division will have the responsibility in
collaboration with the Supply ."'anagement Agencies of the Department
of Defense, for specifying standards and specification according
to the needs of the consuming units of all military departments.
Net the least of all functions is the compilation and publication
of a catalog to inform the consuming units the technical data of
name, number, and description which will be used by them in re-
quisitioning the materiel and will be used as the supply item
identification In all supply operations by the field and Materiel
Agencv. Further, instructions will be published in the catalog as
to issue restrictions or as to obtention of an item by local pur-
ase means. There is one comment that must be made. Catalog data
has been originatad for use in supply operations by catalogers. When
the data thus developed by the catalogers is not adaptable in supply
operations, it should be made adaptable in order that it may be
efficiently used. An example of adaptation needed is found in
hIIoo
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subsistence supply operations where for all purposes of financial
and operating control, only two classes are necessary: perishable
and non-perishable, rather than the ten classes presently specified
for use. One important function of the Catalog branch will be to
list the standard unit price for each Item of supply, for this
standard price will be used in all accounting transactions while
imterlel la in the system. These prices will have been developed
by the Stock Fund French In collaboration with the Requirements Branch,
The Purchase Division will take the total quantity and
dollar specified in a requisition by the Requirements Branch, and
purchase In accordance with the Armed Services Procurement Regula-
tions. They will be responalble for all dealings with contractors,
Including contract administration and the control of contract
status reports. One of the most Important functions of the Purchase
Division will be to make referrals to the Technical Division in
rd to approval or disapproval of deviations under specifications
and standards. Another function is to make referrals to the Stock
Division Tor concurrence, in regard to timely appropriateness to
enter the -arket for total or only part of the cited demands. By
having the technical and stock control divisions close at hand,
correct judgment decisions can be quickly resolved. The lack of
such technical and stock control Integra tlon has been one of the
greatest defects to the successful operation of single service pur-
chase assignments and agencies. 1 A separate unit of the Purchase
•tions boards, Condensation; "Single repartrrent Procure-
ment of Faint," Harvard l.niversity, ^radiate School of husiness Ad-
ministration, August 1951, Conclusion 9, p. 20.
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Divlaion will be responsible for industrial mobilization planning.
The Machine Records Division will be responsible for per-
forming all functions of the Agency as are adaptable to electric
accountinf machines, including stock status reports and the ac-
counting; under the stock and management funds. The Administrative
Service Division will be responsible for personnel, office ser-
vices of mail, file, and records, communication and other utilities,
snt procurement, maintenance and control, and office rent,
upkeep end repair.
Only the major functions of a Materiel Agency have been
indicated. All will be found in any of the Materiel Agencies, some
emphasized in importance, and others deemphasized. Sana Agencies
will require different organizational units to meet the special
operatim functions and needs of the materiel. In general, exhibit 2
portrays the organizational character of a Materiel Agency in the
Department of Defense Supply System.
.'
.PTER V
INTEGRATION OP ARMED SERVICES MATERIEL AGENCIES
WITH EXISTING D L ORGANIZAT.
Relationships of Materiel Agencies with field stocking
activities:— irmed Services '.'ateriel Agencies are essentially
materiel control points, i in&, from a dollars and unit quanti-
ties standpoint, the inventories of the various categories of
materiel in the Department of Defense Supply System, The agencies
do not control the workload of the stocking activities in th3 field;
This workload i3 controlled by the respective departmental plans; the
:>ers of men, posts, eamps and stations, bases, airplanes, ships
and divisions which will be operated during a fiscal year. These
military plans are translated into budget terms and are approved,
vded or modified, as the Congress appropriates funds to enable the
budget to be carried out. Stocking activities of the three depart-
ts, be they depots, supply warehouses or shop 3 tores, (the
reservoir* Ln the pipeline of supply) are geographically located, as
materiel supporting activities, to effect either a wholesale or re-
tail distribution service to the consuming units. These stocking ac-
tivities are there to satisfy their customers 1 needs which have already
been budgeted for. These needs are included in the personnel or main-
tenance and operating appropriations of the departments. So too, in-
cluded in the same budget and often under the same types of appropria-
tions, >re the operating expenses of stocking facilities in performing
their supply mission of issuing required materiel to the consuming units.








oontrol responsibility of the Quartermaster General, the Chief of the
Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, and the Air Materiel Commander over
their respective stocking activities. They will, therefore, continue
to budget for the money noois of their supply depots ana provide them
with operating funds froa approved appropriations, approve their per-
sonnel ceilings, and be furnished in turn with management reports con-
cerning the effectiveness of their physical handlings of materiel.
This management control relationship is shown in Exhibit 3, The tech-
nical control of the methods and procedures by which the department of
Defense specified materiel will be accounted for by dollars, and by
cities, is surrendered into th3 bands of the appropriate Department
1
of Defense "ateriel Agency, This is divided control, you say. Yes,
it Is, but not dangerously so. It must be remembered that these
sto^ :tivities have been generally located so as to best serve
ilitary units of its service with materiel requirements. Re-
gardless of how the Secretary of Defense specifies the materiel shall
be controlled and accounted for, the consuming unit3 aro going to re-
quest their materiel needs and are going to get them; and the speci-
fied procedures of a Materiel Agency are not going to interfere one loti
Instead, there is every expectation that the customer^ want3 will be
better satisfied, at least in the Navy experience with its supply
o
system is any criterion. The technical control relationships are
shown in Exhibit 3 a3 well aa the soman d control responsibilities.
_
Technical control over stock and accounting control proced-
ures will remain within the departments for an materiel excluded
from the Department of Defense Supply System.
2
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It should be remembered that procedures, emanating from the
technical control responsibilities of a Materiel Agency, win find
their vijij into the department supply regulations issued by the appropri-
ate military de; t official, and will be followed by the service
ing activity as he would follow any other service reflation•This
devise 500s 1 long way to achieve desired, uniform procedures. The
Materiel Agencies will have no control over these stocking facilities,
but only control of tne materiel dollar-wise and quantity wise. The
agencies' Job i3 to pump the materiel needed by the .military units,
through the transportation system into the reservoir3, t':;e stocking
1 Lties. The agencies merely respond to the military plans and the
resulting development of the military consuming units. In order to
respond to materiel needs of the services, the I'ateriel Agency will
have knowledge of the total departmental plana as to deployment of
troops, ships, aviation souadrons, etc., and it will have the same
Ing knowledge on t raphic area basis. It further will have
know] rom each stocking activity of stock status Information,
i is of the stocks on hand, Issued, obligated, and to be received,
A reporting stocking activity is one of sufficient size from the
.dpoint of average stock loads carried, as to make it worth while
led in the reporting system. Perhaps one Materiel Agency
will specify that a stocking activity, having a million dollars of in-
ventory, should be in the stock reporting system. Another materiel
agency nay not want to include in its stock reporting system any activity
less than rive millions of dollars. The decision must remain
in the hands of the Materiel Acency, probably based on the number of
-*£-











wholesale and large retail distribution outlets necessary to provide
stocks for customer needs.
Geographic distribution on an area basis;— Each wholesale
supply activity, the supply depots for the common-use materiel as
specified, will furnish required materiel to al"* service consuming
units locuted in its specified geographic area. Each supply depot
will have its supply support mission, that is the activities to whom
it will issue materiel, specified by the approprate "cxtiriel Agency.
For example, the TTaVal Supply Center, Norfolk, ".., under the manage-
it control of the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts of the Navy,
woul:? '^e responsible for issuing within the Norfolk area all sub-
sistence to "trmy and Mr Force consuming units, 13 its
presently assigned lssu- ilon for Naval activities. To carry
sept one step further, all military activities In the Norfolk
area would receive their medical supply support from perhaps the Army
Depot at .-Sella Meade, New Jersey, under a support mission established
by b 3d Services Medical Hater Is 7. In this latter case,
aval 3upply jenter, Norfolk, Va. might become a retail outlet
mission, for certain small stocks of a few specified medical supply
items in order to furnish quick supply support to Navy ships. But
in, such secondary support mission would be designated by the
jrvices Medical Materiel Agency.
?rlel control and movement!— Exhibit 4 has dlaprammatically
portrayed how the materiel will be controlled from a Quantity and
























Material Agency to a manufacturer, processor or supplier who in
turn will report back the compliance under the schedule of deliveries,
Lfication of expected delivery of materiel to a stocking activity
win have been made by the Materiel Agency at the time of the con-
;, so that final notification will be of the delivery date.
Since the materiel 13 oeing procured under the available cash balance
of the Department of Defense 3tock Fund, held by the Materiel Agency
under an apportionment by the Comptroller of the Department of De-
fense, it will be necessary for the ?*ateriel llocate
obligating authority to eaoi: recipient stocking activity, who will
receive a portion of materiel under the Materiel Agency's contract.
Upon receipt of materiel and payment of the contractor's invoice, by
public voucher, the materiel is taken up in the Department of Defense
Stock Fund.
Each first recipient of materiel fr tttrmotor will
ierally be in the stock reporting system, by which stock informa-
tion is reported back to the Vateriel Agency. It i3 by this stock
status lata (niteriol on hand, replenishable issue, nonreplenishable
3
issue, obligations and expected receipts) as well as other planning
data that the Materiel Agency may be able to compute realistic re-
quirements, procure and distribute the materiel t the system.
The reporting of stock status information is In In Exhibit 4.
;5
Certain Materiel \gencles may require addlt ,ta, such
as ^quantity of reparable Items on hand.
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Sometimes rather than specify contractor delivery to a certain stocking
point, the 3tock status data will indicate thafc there is sufficient
riel on hand, and therefore, none will be delivered under a con-
tract. Instead, one stocking activity having more than enough will
irected to ship pirt of its stock of certain Items to another stock-
ctivity to fill the letter's materiel ne: , his is the process
of redistribution. If plana are adhered to and mistakes are not made
ateriel Agency, no redistribution shoul i be necessary* situa-
tions arise, however, causing the shifting of military forces, and
necessitating the unanticipated movement of materiel into another
lie area. Since such redistributions use up rt nontal
sportatlon appropriations, the directorate Of the Uatarlol Agencies
should examine critically each redistribution action to see whether
t jnoy was It, and whether suoh mistake can be cor-
rected for the future. But no matter how perfect the r "ions of
ency, some redistribution will occur by changing military
,
beyond Its control. Therefore, each department must reserve
cerl. "il amounts of its transportations appropriation for alio-
on and use by the Materiel agency. The reporting schedule stock
is specified by the Materiel Igenoy, calling for certain
3es, n aires of items or other groupings to be reported on a definitely
Ushed time basis.
.teriel will then be issued to retail activities based
'sitions furnished by t . Phe materiel will be transferred
apartment of Defen ntil It is
Issued to the co units based for support on the retail activity.




t roller. The Navy will oe immediately able to comply with the ob-
jects ve, for It Is exactly what the Navy now does. Both the Army
and the \lr Force can follow out the objective, but only on a progres-
lve bails, 3ut with aid rroa ths Materiel Igency, and Navy "know-
how", the objective can pr bo achieved at r rate under
this proposed Department of Defense Supply System concept. The idea
a objective is to place materiel costs of operations on an accrual
basis, so that annual expenses, at least for the OOMOIHIM Items,
will exactly match annual budget needs. This point will be expanded
in the following chapter. Thus, materiel will be carried in the stock
until Issued for u3e, at which time it is charged against the
appropriate departmental annual appropriation.
The wholesale stocking activity will transfer materiel in
the stock fund to the accountable supply officer in accordance with
quantities specified in the requisition. The designated wholesale
supply activity will call for ths reoulsitions on a scheduled basis
will have 9 redistribution and disposal function over t: e retail
sto :tivltles. When a retail supply activity has an imbalance
:teriel for certain Items, it will report this fact to ths whole-
sale depot, who will be authorized to redistribute the items among
ctivlties for which it is responsible, or order the
items returned to Its control, likewise, the depot will have authority
to oversee the disposal of materiel under autl by the
Materiel igency.
- _
Department of Defense Comptroller, Proposed Stock Fund
Rerulations, latest edition, December 1952.
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'anticipation of paints of criticism of area Jistributlont—
The concept of area distribution, proposed herein, accomplishes cross-
3erv' whic i often repeated ob Jo stive of Department
: fense Unification. The question will, probably arise as to
per istribution mission for Another service other than
whose costs of the servicing is presently being included In
its own departmental budget. The answer to the critics is that the
Army, Navy, or Air Force presently budget their supply services on
tis of tons handled through the distribution pipeline, and
will continue to do so regardless of whether % 10, or 15 percent
tons jtndled ultimately end up being consumed by a sister
The second major criticis-n may arise from fears of
>ritism. in materiel being Issued to retail stockinr activities of
le service as the wholesaler. The answer is that the materiel
the stock fund to no service until issued for
e consumption. Ordinarily in the cote;on-us , r-itioning
will be unnecessary, ex^pt In very unusual cases, and perhaps only
tarlly for a few items of supply. The causa will be a mistake
ide by the Materiel Agency, or by a sudden urgency, such as the out-
break of the Korean Var, when materiel was conserved, ind flowed to the
West Coast distribution points, earmarked for overseas issue. In any
event, under the system contemplated, should a rationing need arise,
the Materiel agency could establish any and all types of priorities,
based on requests from the Individual department or the Joint Chiefs
of Staff. The third ^ajor criticism will probably come from those
who are unfamiliar with the workings of the stock fund ind who io not
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comprehend the desirability of havin/r all common-use .materiel carried
sinple 3tock fund, the Department of Defense Sto^k Fund, which
is the subject of the next chapter.

CHAPTER VI
ACCOQ*TI*G CONTROF ' A
DRPI STOCK FUND
Satire of the Department of Defense Stock Funds— All
materiel In the Department of Defense Supply System will be held
In the Department of Defense Stock Fund until issued for use. The
fund is of a revolving typo in that it is charged with the cost of
all stores procured and credited with the value of all issues or
sales made from the fund. The reason for using a fund is contained
In the following statement made by the Favy to the House and Senate
Appropriations Com-iittees In December of 1951: "If a common-use
Item were paid for at the time of purchase with the many different
appropriations and distributed with them In mind, requiring the
maintaining of financial differentiation all along the line, the
work of procurement, distribution, accounting, stock control ware-
,
etc., would be markedly increased. " That statement
epitomi7.es the situation of supply of coxnmon-u.3e Items among the
three military departments. If It has no other result, the use of
uld cut down the costs of performing the service functions
mentioned above. As a working capital fund, the cash of the Depart-
ment o** Defense Q tock Fund will be used to buy stores of materiel
which w" iiold" to the using activities of the Department of
Defense who will use their authorized appropriations to pay for the
stores which are drawn only for actual consumption. In effect, the
lnThe Navy Stock Fund and How It Works," Monthly News-
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Army, Navy, and Air Force consuming activities are on a consumption
budget, in so far as their maintenance and operation appropriations
are concerned, and only material which will be used, within the
fiscal year will be "bought," The ability to perform accrual ac-
counting is thus made available to the Army and Air Force in the
same way that the N'avy now accrues such materiel expenses. Tn
place of buying material which will not be used except in succeeding
fiscal years, the military departments will use their maintenance
and operation appropriations for materiel which is used during the
fiscal years.
The establishment of a department of Defense Stock Fund : --
The National Security Act, as amended in 1949, provides in Section
405 for: 2
the business type operations of activities in the De-
partment of Defense which r.ost readily lend themselves to
si ch arrangement. The section covers inventories of stores,
oplies, materiel, and equipment (known- as stock funds)
In each instance, the stores, supplies, materiels, and equip-
v
^t Included in such inventories are th< eta the
Secretary of Defense may designate. Initially, items in
inventories would be standard stock or common-use ite
This section is not intended to require that all items
stocked by the military services would be included in
of inventory.
Section 405 constitutes a directive to the Secretary of the Treasury
to honor the request of the Secretary of Defense to establish the
working capital fund accounts on the books of the Treasury Depart-
3
ment. Section 405 (d) states:
s Secretary of Defense is authorized to provide
capital fcr such working-capital funds by capitalizing in-
ventories Oi3 hand and with the approval' of the President,
by transfer, until fecember 31, 1954, from unexpended
o
. DvWltt, Jr., Comptrollershlp In the Armed
-Qrces
.
Institute of Engineering, ".ashington, DT~C, lay T3B2, p. 56,





balances of any approoriations of the military departments not
carried to the surplus fund of the Treasury: PROVIDED, that no
deficiency shall bo incurred in any such appropriations as a
result of any such transfer—n
It Is interesting to note that spelled out in the law, enacted by
is is practically the same as proposed in this paper. The es-
tablishment of jpartment of Defense Stock Fund is thus
within the author It jcretary of Defense. It woulS be ex-
pected that as a matter of good relations, the [ Touse and Senate Ap-
propriations and Irmed Services would be consulted before the fund
was initiated. The beauty of the establishment of the Stock Fund vill
require neither authorising legislation nor intlng appro-
priations. The inventories of existing departmental stocks of com-
mon-use items will be t I capitalized into a fund account
of the Department of Defense Stock Fund, The cash account will be
'-anted by transfers from the cash account of the existing Kavy
Stock Fund and from appropriations of the irmj and ir Force, All
take up of such inventories should be without reimbursement to ap-
propriation or fun ;3e any on hand inventories at the beginning
>3Cal year have been accumulated by prior ye.*r appropriations,
and since the intent of the stock fund is to place impropriation
^-nses in a current basis, no reimbursement can be allowed
>t defeatir bjective. Also, for the aams reason of cur-
rency of the budget, the Department of Defense 3tock Fund or any
segment thereof should begin at the commencement of a fiscal year.
It i3 estimated that there are at present In the "ilitary Depart-
ments common-use items, hawing a value of over four billions of
dollars, susceptible to capitalization in a Department of Defense
3tock Fund. It is well known that Congress has severely criticized
the Military for maintaining large inventories of materiel. Whether
.
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anythlng can be done to reduce the stock levels, at least In the
on-use area, awaits a consolidation under the department of
Defense Stock Fund with a breakdown by Materiel category segment.
Control oT the Stock Fund Gash \ocount;—» The Department
efense Comptroller will have general administrative super-
vision over the stock fund. As cash credits are received into the
cash account from charges to appropriations on issue of materiel,
the Comptroller will apportion cash amounts to each Materiel
Agency as obligatio - lority, permitting each to make contracts
to obtain materiel, tteriel Agency becomes, in effect, a
program manager for the cash resources of the fund, a3 received.
In turn, eac.i project managar(the Materiel agency) will allocate
cash resources to the prime recipient of materiel, direct
from the contractor. The allocations, obligation, and control of
accounts is shown . .3 the materiel is re-
seived, the bill li the sash account allocation is charged
the stc ; stores account is ere lit . is reports of
the cash account will be rendered by the stocking activities to
iteriel ency, s -noy will report to the Office of
Secretary of Defense, ;onptroller, the 3a3i. e, obligated,
and expenditures against the 0a3h of the stock fund. The above pro-
cess is a brief description of the fiscal accounting.
Control of the Stock Fund Account:— After materiel is
taken up in the fund stock account, a monthly report, called a
stores return, will be rendered by every accountable officer having
ilancs of unexpended stock fund materiel on band. The stores re-
turn is actually a documentation of all receipt ±n£ expenditure in-
voices of materiel as ^ell A3 all internal transfers. The proposal






Navy Regional Accounting Offices, regardless of whether they ori-
ginate In an Array, Navy or ftir Force stocking activity. Since the
y has had a tremenious amount of experience in performing the
auditing and reconciliation of stores under the stock fund, it is
to call upon the Navy Regional Accounting Offices to per-
form the work of consolidation of accounting uniar the Department
efense Stock Fund, The additional cost involved in this extra
work can be equitably adjusted in the payments of changes for the
zj onerations under the Department of Defend - ement Fund
4
as covered in Chapter VII, While the flow of the stores returns
iries Is not shown on Exhibit 5, it woul 1 be expected that
respective Navy Re accounts Offices would make consoi 1-
iry reports of the 3tore3 balance to the office
Secretary of Defense Comptroller. He wo receive data
of the total money balance of inventories in the stock fund.
Each st Ivity wouli ileo render via the Navy
counts ie sheet breakdown by the materiel
orlos, or invent or nt, according to the program manage r
iriel snoy) with inventory control responsibility.
This breakdown would be undocumented, but waul! be class totals for
each segment. This breakdown is easily accomplished because eaoh
stock item in the De nt of Defense Stock Fund ould have a
designating symbol on the front of the stock number. All dollar
accounting of that 3toc of the other iter is of a class
be accumulated and run through a class balance section of the
supply office. Each month the class balance shsot total by segment
4
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an i class, balanced with the stores return balsn ce sheet, will be
rendered to the Navy Repioral Accounts Offices for consolidation
and forwarding to the appropriate Materiel Agency. The arency is
thus provided with financial information of the segment of the
Stock Fund for which it is the program manager. This type of
data can also be correlated to the stock 3tatus data reported to
the Materiel Igancy*
Exhibit 5 shows for simplicity purposes, the expendl-
?s charges aeainst the respective departmental appropriations
being reported direct to the military department comptrollers.
Probably a better plan aou! ~>ropriations charges,
as documented in tne stores returns of each stocking activity, to
be summarized and forwarded by the N»vy Regional ,c counts Offices.
In either event, a reconciliation should be effected oy u I ff ice
of Secretary of Defense, Comptroller, of all and credit to
the Department of Defense Stock Fund, both a3 a grand total and
by the inventory seg-.aent.
To the uninitiated, the flow of account' and con-
trol of the Department of Defense 3tc I by accounting means,
may seem complex and cumbersome; however, be assured that it is neces-
sary and desirable Tor financial control 01: inventory <3nt by
the I Lnlstratora. It 13 possible, further, that the accounting
data accumulated can be improved by orientin lelity aspects
iccounting control to those aspects of administrative property ac-
counting. Jesldes the result of better financial j>nt of the
atock fund inventories, it will be possible to give the Congress each
year: a business-like financial 3heet on a comparative basia
with a breakdown into assets of cash, accounts receivable, an d inven-
tories, and liabilities of account* payable, reserves, and oapJtallza-
ion of the Iund;and also an income and expense statement. All state-
ioents will be completely documented by supporting financial schedule^
rwlBd
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Uithority for management fund; - *a we. have reopiized,
the Secretary of Defense has authority to establish a Department of
Defense Stock Fund, but it is questionable that he has the power
under Section 406 of the >T itional Secur*- nt of 1949
to establish a for the expenses involved in the
operation of the Materiel Agencies, Section 406, Title IV of the
'.onal Security Act provides:
(1) Accounts for the individual operations to be financed
under the — management funds shall be established only upon
approval by thi Secretary of Defense.
(2) Expenditures may be made from said management funds
under such regulations as may be prescribed by the Secretary
of Defense.
The value of a management fund to provide 3 Tor simplifying
Inistratlon of financial operations to be financed by three dif-
ferent appropriations, wi orein expenditures be readily allo-
cated to such appropriations initially, has all ••n recop-nized
1
by the Munitions Board staff study of subsistence, '.'.'here that study
contemplates using the management funds for all servicing expenses
arising from the control, as well as the physical receipt, storage
and issue of materiel, this paper proposes us in /artment of De-
fense Management Fund only for the expenses ont n ODerating the
Materiel \rencies. Accounting for all expenses of supply services fcr
>riel in the common-use area under one management fund would en-







ment control of the iepartraental stocking activities, and would.
In the opinion of the writer, furnish no more Management data to
departments that Is now being furnished. Therefore a single
ngement fund for operating only the Materiel V- ancles is pro-
posed in this paper.
How the fund vrlll work;- The Assist retary of De-
fense Comptroller will be sharged with the over-all control of the
>nt fund under re 'ilations approved bj , cretary of De-
2
fense. It the time the Materiel Agencies (1 July
new fiscal year) the comptroller win allocate an allotment of
cash under the ma »t fund, to .teriel Agency, The initial
cash will be provided by transfer from the department a"! aopropria-
tions concerned wl ?nts of supply services. In the case of
,
the appropriation is: *3erv ice -wide Supply and Finance."
As we have seen, the Secretary of Defense has the authority until
31 December 1954, to direct iuch transfers when they are for pur-
»s of revolv tnt (tends. :-.y fin
use the sash so provided by the omptroller, to pay for per-
sonnel services, utilities, rent, repairs, maintenance and such
>r services involved in the operatlnr of the agency* Perlodi-
'7, perhaps once a quarter or half year, but der or, the
itional needs for funds by the agency, the department! will
e their respective appropriations and credit the i^erartment of
afense Management Fund. The basis for tu credits
" issues received by a department during the
Regulations covering the operations of ,Tanagement Funds
of the Department of Defense, Office of Secretary of Defense,
ngton, D.C. 27 June 19*0.
'
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stated period. For example, If the Army received for consumption,
40 percent of all medical materiel issued during a quarter, it
would be charged for 40 percent of the costs of operating the
jd Services Medical Material agency. Probably the charges against
the departmental appropriation would oe a lit t than cost in
order to build up the cash portion of ti and to the
point that there was no one st ion of over-obli nation during the lag
between payment for services and receipt of funds* For reasons of
simplification the operating expenses ol iteriel Agen-
cies will be totalled sd that only one perio iert to the
>ment fond bj military department should bo necessary* It
will be recalled that the Navy Regional Accounts Offices is perform-
an accounting service for the other two department*. The addi-
tional costs involved can be accumulated and subtracted from the
3 quota share of total expenses of the Materiel Agencies.
,nbi:., „o.,Lrol of the .;so .'anarement
_£-- Exhibit 6 portrays the reporting of expenses of operation by
jriel Agency to the three military dU its, the Agencies*
Directorate, and to the D.3.D. Comptroller. It will be recalled
; ooth the stores returns and expenditures reports from all field
stocking ictivities furnisl p amounts of materiel
jed for consumption against each department's a] ; rouriations.
Therefore, the basis for applying the percen . >f expense
ancy has been established. -n on the chart,
le payment in one j by the rail it.. .rtments to the
.
D. Comptroller. Ln turn, wil"! . i3 to each Mat-




















































































the next three or six nonths.
It should oe quickly apparent that since the three mili-
tary departments will ultimately Dear the expenses of the Materiel
Agency, they also have a real interest in the efficiency and economy
of operation. They, therefore, through their service director,
will be an influence In iteriel \goncy operate as
economically as possible, \s a rough, but conservative guess,
It is estimated tnat tre averare cost of a Materiel Agency will
be about two million dollars a year. *ny unusual expenses will
certainly be scrutinized by the Directorate in J. .by the 0. 3.D. Comp-
troller each year. The latter will make published financial state-
ments of operations by the Materiel Agencies to the Oonpress of the
bed States.
3efore the Department of Defense Management Fund can be
established, it is probable that authorizing legislation will have
to oe passed by Congress. Of all the proposals made in this paper,
only the use of the Department of Defense Management Fund is not
Ln the power of the Secretary of Defense. While one of the
irtriental Management Funds could be used for this purpose, it
is probably best for prestige reasons to establish a Department of
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